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: The notion of’ a pointwise coilectionwix nor nal space is introduced and invest i- 
gated in this paper. The main result is that a space is metat ompact if and only if .Yt is pointwise 
collectionwise normal and B-refinable. Pointwise cokctior wise normality is herer?itary in 
spaces with ciosed G,. A semi-stratifioble space is heredita:-ily metacompact if and only if in is 
pointwise collectionwise normal. 
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Recently there has been a great deal of interest in spaces which have 
very weak’structural properties beyond and re’,ating to the metaco_m- 
pact spaces. This is motivated by the application of these structures to 
the stuc!y of the developable spaces and .their various generalizations. 
orrell and Wicke [ 171, Heath 191, 
nd Lutzef [ 2 I. 
t is the purpose of this paper to present a new characterization of 
me of its applications. This characterization is 
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e [ 17 1, and the notion of a pointwise collectionwise norn~a1 
ich is introduced in this paper. The definitions of a O-rt:finabI,e 
collectionw ise norm31 ace are presented in See- 
rre notati0r.a: conventio used in iS cr. In 
ion is established and n Section 4 some I3 
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A point-finite open refinement of GX will be constructed inductiveI\, by . 
considczring the sets Kkn in the following order: 
K &--lJ+p l ** l 
Consider the set K, 1. Forencha!EAI,let6;,‘1=1K11 1’1 CJhen ‘T1: 
; iE’i 1: a E A 1 ) is a discrete collection of closed sets. Since X is point- 
wise collectionwise normal, there exists a point-finite cokction of open 
C~~:~~A~)suchthatFjkG~lforeacha~A~,and 
$ifa!#p.ForeachaEAl,letU~l=G~lnC’,.ThenCI1ll 
Al ) is a point-finite collection of open sets swh that 
C andFlln Upll=Qgifa!#&LctUI1= lJ(U,11: CY EAl). 
ti”dn hypothesis is as follows, where ah steps have been 
and including the step to I& : Suppose collections 
q altld sets Uii have been constructed for all i’ such that 
+ m and if i +j = k + m theni < ~2, which satisfy the Ifollowing 
conditions, which depend on the value ofj. 
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(a’ ) !Fq = {F’$ 7 e Ai, card (7 j = j) is a discrete collection of closed 
sets, where for ea& 7 c A, such that card (y) =j, 
(b’) 9ii-z (G,f: 7 CAj, cald(y) 
sets such that F7g c G$! for each 7 
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We will now complete the induction step. The collections and sets to 
be constructed in tile ind ction step depend on the value of k. If k = 1, 
w< proceed to the K m+l,l position, and if k +- 2, we proceed to the 
K k_ 1 ,m+l nosition. 
Induction step for k d 
Fm+l*l = w,,l+iJ n c a a! 
Then 
k a discreze collection of Axed sets. Since X is pointwise collecti 
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is a point-finite collection of open sets. Let 
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‘The collections !Ptt~*, $jtnti**, ?I.P~~+~*~ md the set Qn, 1 satisfy con- 
ditions (a) -+ (d) r)f the induction hypothesis. Thus the induction ste!p is 
completed for k =: i. 
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owing corollary is stated as ti pp:allel theorem to Theorem 3, I, 
of the corollary is apparent from Theorem 3.1 and the re- 
ael [ 121 and Nsgami [ 13 1 that a collectionwise normal meta-8 
comp:~ct space is paracompact. 
coroa 3.2. [ 17, Theorem (iii)]. A seance is paracompact if and ortty (f 
it is ce?r’lectiortrvise normal and $-refinable. 
Since every subparacompact spaccis O-refinable, very subparacom- 
pact pointwise collectionwise normal&ace is metacompact. Accordi?a@y, 
able, semi-metric and sem c-stratifiable pointwise collection- 
wise nor:nal spaces are metacompact. Stronger esults than these will be 
stated in Section 5, after some additional properties of pointwise collec- 
tionwise normal spaces are developed in Section 4. 
Bennett and Lutz er [ 2 ] have introc’uced the notion of a weakly 8- L 
ace. They define a weakly B-rq%zabZe space in the same 
tell and Wicke dXrne a &refinable space, except hat the 
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eous gt:ne:alization 0 metacompactness 313. 
Every /:losed subspace of a pointwise collecti 
pointwise collectionwise normal. The next t 
establish that, in spaces with closed sets G,, pointwise collectionwise 
normaiity is hereditary. 
Lem . IL. Every F, -subspace 0 .“a poirztwise ~~Z~~?ctio~l wise il~~~~~~a L 
space is pointwise collectionwise ~~0rmaI. 
Proof. Let U be any F,-subspace of a pc,intwise co1 ectionwise normal 
space of X, and let 63 = CF,: a! t A) be any U-disc ete collection of U- 
cloked subsets of U. Since U is an F,-subspace, there exists a countable 
collection of X-closed subset 
c:CncC~+, cz~*~,andU= 
Z I is closed in U for each Q E A. Let 
F); = {Fa n Cl: or EA). 
Then 9, is an Xdiscrete collection of X-closed subsets of U. Since X is 
pointwise collectionwise normal, there exists a point-finite collection of 
open sets $?r r: {G$ cy E A) such that (F, n C,) c 62 for each a: 
and (F n C, ) 
a! EA, and let 
UL = (GL f7 U) \ ii?, for each 
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and 
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intwise collect onwise normal, there exists a poinkfinite collection of 
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A). This complertes the induction step. For each cy E A, let 
Then 3c = {U*: Icy E A} is a point-finite collection of sets 
which ;?re open in U such that lFo, c Ua c U for each a! E A, and F@ n U,@ 
= QI if a # 0. These roperties of the collection ?i can be verified directly 
from the definition of the sets U,,. Hence the F,-subspace U af X is point- 
(Nise collection wise normal. This completes the proof. 
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From Lemmas 4.1 and X2, ‘3;Je have the followir1 
2. Every pointwise coflectionwise nom 3f qace wit 
sets G, is hereditarily pointwise collectionwise nor’ 0.2 
WorreJ [ Iti] has shown that metacompactness i  i z ariant under 
t,ontinuous mappings. and it is well known e closed contin- 
nnilc iwage sf 3_ ~=&+l r WYH” IS‘-LC &‘O Iv+k@ iKNT?Xd space is cOll-: ct_ j owv,ise nomaj. 
Although properties (k) and co) are not invariant uCI a r closed contin- 
3 uous mappings [5], pointwise collectionwise norma%j is invariant. 
wise normal space is 
closed cm tinuous image of a p: MYwise coilec tion- 
poin twise coklectionwise 
P Let f be a cl;>sed conti uous mapping frc m a puintwise collection- 
wise normal space X onto a space Y. Let ‘3 = {F,: QI E A} be any dis- 
crete collection of closed subsets of Y. Then {f - I( 1: a E A) is a dis- 
crete collection of closed subsets of X. Since X k 2 .wise collection- 
wise normal, there exists a point-finite collection of open sets 
CC,: (v E.4) such tha f-r(F,)cG,foreachcuEA, f-lVJ n Cp 
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5. cter ion 
d Alexandroff [ 1 ] have sho n that a space has a uniform 
if it is a metacompact dev jpable space. Recall that all 
spaces are assumed to be Yausdorff in this paper. Since developable 
spaces are O-refinable [ 17 1, we have the following theorem. This theorem 
can be viewed as a slight innprovement of the characterization of spar:es 1 
with uniform base and as a parallel theorem to a theorem of Bing [ 3 ] t 
ich yields that a space is metrizable if and. only if it is a collection- 
wise normal developable space. 
esrem 5. E . A space ha,: a uniform base if and on?y if it is a poi~~twise 
collrc~ionwi.;e normal developable space. 
From Theorem 3.1, every hereditarily O-refinable space is hereditarily 
metacompact if and only if it is hereditarily pointwise collectionwise 
normal. Then Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 4.1 imply that every hereditar- 
ily weakly &refinable space with closed sets G, is hereditarily metacom- 
only if it is pointwise collectionwise normal. These results 
can be applied to semi-stratifia le spaces [ 81. Semi-stratifiable spaces are 
*Neakly 0-refinabl and have closed sets G,. Hence, fit-om the 
iscussion, we have the following theorem. 
. A semi-stratifiabke space is hereditarily metacompact if 
is po fn twise collection wise normal. 
in which the hypothesis 
t is pohztwise 
locd~ separable Moore space is metrizable if and onb 
collection wise normal. 
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